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Introduction
Contemporary international society depends on states' engagement with international organizations and other treaty regimes. Such engagements are growing at an astonishing rate. 1 Simultaneously, international organizations seemingly assert ever-growing competence and claim jurisdiction over areas that would once have been firmly within the core domaine réservé of the state, such as immigration, the structure of the national economy and national prosecutorial policies. In parallel, populist movements have increasingly called for a 'restoration of national sovereignty' by demanding that their governments withdraw from international treaties, including those once thought to be part of the bedrock of the modern international legal system. States are only bound by those treaties to which they consent. However, questions have arisen as to who is able to express the state's consent -is it only the voice of the state's international representatives that bears weight for international legal purposes or do internal actors such as the legislature, or perhaps even the populace directly, have a role to play? These questions have come to the fore in relation to a number of high-profile controversies around the globe concerning the legality of states' withdrawal from significant treaties. This is an important juncture at which to consider the domestic and international law of treaties in relation to the state's decision to exit treaty regimes. In particular, these controversies require consideration of a previously neglected question: if a state withdraws from a treaty in a manner that violates its own domestic law -for instance, if the executive fails to obtain the constitutionally required legislative approval of treaty withdrawal -will this withdrawal take effect in international law? Both domestic and international law separately, but concurrently, regulate the state's withdrawal from treaties. Further, both the decision to join and the decision to withdraw from international treaties are aspects of the state's expression of consent to a treaty. Logically, the relationship between domestic and international rules on the state's treaty consent must therefore consider both the state's entry to, and exit from, the treaty. However, while international law establishes that a violation of domestic law when a state joins a treaty may invalidate its treaty consent, it is silent on this question in relation to the state's treaty withdrawal. Furthermore, many domestic constitutional systems do not clearly regulate the power to withdraw from treaties. As there has been little judicial and scholarly discussion of the role of domestic legal requirements in the international legal validity of treaty withdrawal, 2 this contribution will seek to address this gap. This article will proceed in three parts. First, domestic legal approaches to the regulation of treaty withdrawal will be considered, including discussion of three case studies: the United Kingdom's (UK) withdrawal from the European Union (EU), South Africa's failed departure from the International Criminal Court (ICC), and the proposed denunciation of the Paris Agreement by the USA. 3 Second, the role of these domestic law rules in the international legal effectiveness of the state's treaty withdrawal will be assessed, comparing and contrasting the rules on joining and leaving treaties in international law. The article concludes by proposing that the law of treaties should be interpreted so as to develop international legal recognition for domestic rules on treaty withdrawal equivalent to that when states join treaties, such that a manifest violation of domestic law may vitiate a state's treaty withdrawal in international law. In this way, domestic legal developments extending democratic principles and the separation of power controls to treaty withdrawal decisions may be given international legal force.
Treaty Withdrawal in Domestic Law
All states have a treaty-making capacity as an aspect of their fundamental right to sovereign equality, which includes both the competence to join treaties and to withdraw from them. 4 As put by Humphrey Waldock, '[t]he power to annul, terminate, withdraw from or suspend treaties, no less than the power to conclude treaties, forms part of the treaty-making power of the state'. 5 While it is clear that, from the perspective of international law, binding treaty obligations (like all rules of international law) take precedence over domestic law, 6 this does not address the question of who can validly consent to, or revoke consent from, such obligations on behalf of the state. The state's determination of who can express its will in relation to treaty membership, as with all questions of the constitutional system adopted by a state, is an expression of the state's sovereignty protected within its domestic jurisdiction. 7 Given the variety of constitutional systems around the world, it is unsurprising that, as discussed in the following section, different states adopt different domestic legal approaches to the regulation of the power to withdraw from treaties. 
A Domestic Law Approaches to Leaving Treaties
As noted above, the state's power to terminate or withdraw from a treaty is an important aspect of its treaty-making capacity. The power to end its agreement to be bound by treaty provisions is as essential to this capacity as the power to join treaties. However, while most states have provisions regulating the domestic authority to join treaties, most states do not have explicit rules on the power to withdraw from treaties. A recent study found that only 43 out of 190 domestic constitutions surveyed contained provisions concerning treaty exit, while 168 countries had rules on signing and/or ratifying treaties. 9 While some commentators have explained this disparity by assuming that states simply apply the same rules for leaving a treaty as for joining a treaty -what is known as the 'acte contraire theory', meaning that the requirements for making and unmaking a rule should be identical -this is not borne out in practice. 10 When states have adopted rules on treaty exit, as discussed below, they often differ from those on becoming a party to treaties.
In those states that have adopted explicit rules on treaty withdrawal, the approaches vary significantly. Some jurisdictions give authority to the executive to end all treaty commitments; 11 others require legislative approval of withdrawal from all, 12 or certain, 13 treaties. Most of these countries apply distinct rules to joining and leaving treaties, often requiring legislative approval for joining some or all treaties but allowing the executive to withdraw without legislative involvement.
14 Only a small number of states explicitly apply the same rules to both. 15 As noted above, though, states with such explicit constitutional regulation of treaty withdrawal are in the minority. Despite (or perhaps due to) the widespread absence of explicit textual regulation of the domestic requirements for treaty withdrawal, there are an increasing number of jurisdictions that are grappling with clarifying these requirements. This has recently led to significant judicial decisions examining the relevant domestic law as well as ongoing debates and controversies concerning the respective roles of the legislative, judicial, and executive branches of government in treaty withdrawal. Three case studies will be examined here to demonstrate the variety of procedural and substantive approaches to domestic legal regulation of treaty withdrawal that have developed in the absence of textual provision: the UK's exit from the EU; South Africa's possible departure from the ICC; and the USA's possible denunciation of the Paris Agreement.
The UK's Exit from the EU
The UK's exit from the EU is likely the most prominent controversy arising from a state's withdrawal from an international treaty. After a majority of voters supported ending the UK's membership in the EU, the UK executive announced its intention to trigger the withdrawal provision -Article 50 -of the Treaty on European Union (TEU). Rather, domestic law required Parliament to pass legislation authorizing the initiation of the UK's withdrawal. The UK does not have written regulation on treaty withdrawal, nor had conventional regulation developed through practice. Traditionally, treaty-making capacity has been considered to be part of the executive prerogative and, thus, can be exercised without legislative approval, 18 though it is limited by the conventional requirement of parliamentary notice prior to treaty ratification. 19 The Supreme Court held that treaty withdrawal is equally part of the prerogative, and therefore in principle can be exercised unilaterally by the executive. 20 However, the Court held that this did not include instances where treaty withdrawal would result in a change to the constitutional framework in the UK, as it would here. After the UK joined the EU, Parliament had enacted legislation establishing EU law as a source of domestic law with overriding status. Withdrawing from the TEU would remove this source of domestic law. Such a 'fundamental change in the constitutional arrangements of the United Kingdom' required parliamentary approval, rather than enactment through the exercise of the prerogative by the executive alone.
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In addition, the Supreme Court supported the reasoning of the lower courts, which had focused on the loss of certain individual rights vested in domestic law that would be removed by virtue of the withdrawal from the treaties in question. Both courts held that such alterations could not be enacted unilaterally through ministerial prerogative. 22 Notably, neither the lower courts nor the Supreme Court resorted to the acte contraire theory; the requirement of parliamentary approval of withdrawal did not turn on the fact that Parliament had ratified the relevant treaties but, rather, on the impact that withdrawal would have on the content of domestic law.
Interestingly, Article 50(1) of the TEU provides that '[a]ny Member State may decide to withdraw from the Union in accordance with its own constitutional requirements'. This indicates that a state's withdrawal from the EU be executed in a manner that complies with the state's domestic constitutional rules and, thus, perhaps, that a failure to obtain parliamentary approval of the UK's withdrawal would have been ineffective in international law under Article 50. 23 However, the international law significance of this provision was not considered by the Supreme Court, nor by the lower courts, and did not appear to have influenced the interpretation of the requirement of parliamentary approval. The Court's decision turned solely on domestic UK law, rather than on any international legal requirements for treaty withdrawal or the effectiveness of the UK's withdrawal in international law.
In light of the Supreme Court's decision, the UK government obtained legislative approval in the European Union (Notification of Withdrawal) Act 2017 before triggering the UK's withdrawal from the EU via Article 50 of the TEU. 24 It can be seen that the reasoning in the Miller case can apply to withdrawal from treaties other than the TEU, though the range of such treaties will likely be narrow, comprising treaties the withdrawal from which will result in a 'fundamental change' to domestic law or the removal of 'vested rights' of individuals. 25 Withdrawal from such treaties will require parliamentary approval. Otherwise, the executive can, according to domestic law, exit treaties without the involvement of the legislature. In principle, this is not a sui generis rule concerning only withdrawal from the EU, but its application is likely to be limited given the high threshold established by the Court for the need for parliamentary approval of treaty withdrawal. Further, it is likely that the judiciary will have a significant role to play in future cases defining the boundaries of this rule. upon a state party sending its instrument of withdrawal, a 12-month waiting period is initiated, after which withdrawal will take effect. A judicial review was launched during this waiting period before the effective date of withdrawal. While the South African Constitution expressly establishes domestic requirements to join treaties, it contains no explicit provision on treaty withdrawal, and judicial attention had not yet been given to the question. 30 Like the UK Supreme Court, the South African High Court held that the executive did not have the power to withdraw unilaterally from the treaty in question. 31 It held that since section 231(2) of the South African Constitution requires parliamentary approval for treaties subject to ratification, this section also by implication requires the consent of Parliament to withdraw from such treaties. According to the Court, 'there is a glaring difficulty in accepting that the process of withdrawal should not be subject to the same parliamentary process [as ratification]'. 32 As such, the Court adopted the acte contraire theory to interpret the domestic requirements for treaty withdrawal. The Court emphasized that the process for withdrawal 'is a domestic issue in which international law does not and cannot prescribe'. In addition, the Court held that the decision to withdraw without prior parliamentary approval was 'procedurally irrational' since the domesticating legislation remained in place and might continue in force after South Africa's withdrawal from the international treaty. Thus, the executive must wait for Parliament both to approve withdrawal from the ICC and to successfully repeal the domesticating legislation before valid notice of withdrawal from the Rome Statute can be given. 33 Further, the High Court declined to address substantive challenges that had been made to the withdrawal. The applicants argued that withdrawal from the ICC by South Africa would be unconstitutional because doing so would constitute a retrogressive step in the protection of human rights, therefore violating the obligation to respect, protect, promote, and fulfil constitutional rights in section 7(2) of the Constitution. Had such a challenge been upheld, short of constitutional amendment, this would effectively bar South Africa from withdrawing from the ICC at any stage, with or without parliamentary approval, along with prohibiting withdrawal from any other treaty that the courts determine would have a 'retrogressive effect' on the protection of human rights in South Africa. 34 The Court declined to address these substantive grounds, unless and until further challenges were brought to legislation passed by Parliament authorizing withdrawal from the ICC. 35 These substantive challenges may then be resurrected in future proceedings. Given the procedural challenges, the High Court concluded that the notice of withdrawal was unconstitutional and therefore invalid. As such, the government was ordered to revoke the notice of withdrawal that had been sent to the UN SecretaryGeneral. The government complied with this order by issuing a withdrawal of its notification of withdrawal. 37 However, in December 2017, at the annual meeting of the ICC Assembly of States Parties, the South African executive announced its renewed intention to leave the ICC. 38 Legislation authorizing withdrawal from the ICC and repealing the implementing legislation was tabled in the South African Parliament in May 2018. 39 
South Africa's Failed Withdrawal from the ICC

The USA's Threatened Denunciation of the Paris Agreement
In May 2017, the US government announced its intention to withdraw from the Paris Agreement. 40 However, according to the terms of the treaty, parties are only able to trigger the withdrawal provision from November 2019, 41 initiating a 12-month withdrawal period. 42 Thus, the US written notification to the treaty depository is only an expression of its future intention to trigger withdrawal as regulated by the terms of the treaty. US exit from the Paris Agreement would therefore take effect in November 2020 at the earliest, presuming a formal instrument of withdrawal is issued in November 2019.
Despite the delay before the possibility of a formal withdrawal from the Paris Agreement, there has been much debate and disagreement over the domestic procedures that would be necessary for the USA to withdraw from the treaty. Indeed, there has long been controversy in the USA over the domestic requirements for treaty withdrawal. As with the South African Constitution, the US Constitution regulates the power to join treaties 43 but is silent on treaty exit. 44 While the Constitution requires that 'treaties' be signed by the executive and approved by two-thirds of the Senate, US domestic law has developed separate categories of international agreements -'executive agreements' and 'congressional-executive agreements' -which are nonetheless treaties under international law but may be entered by the executive alone or with congressional majority approval, depending on the agreement in question.
In addition, the executive can enter into 'political commitments' with foreign states without the approval of any other branch of government, although these agreements have no binding force in international law and, therefore, do not constitute treaties for the purposes of the international legal system. 46 The boundaries between these different categories remain contested. 47 The confusion surrounding the domestic requirements to enter treaties compounds the lack of clarity concerning the requirements for treaty exit.
While some have argued that the domestic US procedural requirements for treaty exit should mirror those taken when joining the treaty, the US courts generally have not accepted this rule, and historical practice has been inconsistent. 48 It is generally agreed that a treaty that was joined by unilateral authority of the executive -such as the Paris Agreement 49 -can be exited by the executive without participation of any other branch of government. 50 Further, academic opinion also supports the executive's unilateral authority to withdraw from treaties approved by Senate or Congress without their input. 51 Judicial opinion on withdrawal from these latter treaties, however, is less clear. The leading precedent is the case of Goldwater v. Carter, in which members of Congress sought to stop President Jimmy Carter from unilaterally withdrawing from a treaty with Taiwan to facilitate US recognition of the Peoples' Republic of China. Members of Congress argued that the president could not withdraw unilaterally from the treaty without congressional approval. The district court agreed, holding that since treaty making was a shared competence between the executive and Congress, requirements for withdrawal must follow the procedure taken to enter the treaty, 52 applying the acte contraire theory. However, the Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court of the United States did not confirm this decision. The Court of Appeals held that the president had a unilateral power of withdrawal, regardless of the procedure followed when joining a treaty because the US executive was solely responsible to communicate the country's foreign relations externally. 53 Subsequently, the US Supreme Court dismissed the complaint and vacated the appellate court's decision, holding that this was a non-justiciable political question. Subsequent lower court decisions have followed the US Supreme Court's precedent in the Goldwater case, dismissing challenges against the legality of unilateral executive treaty withdrawal, but declining to define the relative powers of the executive and the legislature in treaty withdrawal due to the political question doctrine. 55 Consequently, the constitutional requirements for treaty withdrawal in the USA remain uncertain despite fairly extensive judicial attention having been given to the matter. In relation to the Paris Agreement, however, it seems likely that unilateral withdrawal would be permitted, given that it was consented to by the power of the executive alone. Nonetheless, considerable domestic controversy on the matter continues. Furthermore, the USA's mooted withdrawal from other treaties that were the subject of Senate or congressional approval, such as the North American Free Trade Agreement, may give rise to a need for judicial clarification of the respective powers of the different bodies in treaty withdrawal.
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Lessons from the Case Studies
The cases above indicate that domestic requirements on treaty withdrawal are playing an important part in states' decisions about their international engagements. Domestic courts in the UK and South Africa have asserted a key role for legislative and judicial branches in treaty withdrawal, limiting the executive's authority to unilaterally decide whether the state will remain a party to international treaties, despite the fact that in neither jurisdiction was explicit constitutional provision made empowering the judicial and legislative branches in this way. Given the number of states in which explicit constitutional provision has not been made, it is likely that similar judicial developments will be observed in other jurisdictions. In both the UK and South African instances, these developments were justified on the basis of protecting legislative autonomy and the separation of powers and, therefore, also a means for democratic participation in decisions on the state's treaty commitments.
The judicial decisions also demonstrate that states take divergent approaches to the domestic legal requirements to withdraw from treaties and that the acte contraire doctrine is not universally applied. The cases illustrate that requirements even within a single state may vary depending on several factors, including the nature of the treaty in question, the effect withdrawal will have on domestic law and the procedure followed when joining the treaty. For instance, the UK Supreme Court restricted the role of the legislature to cases where a significant constitutional change would result from the treaty withdrawal, whereas the South African High Court required parliamentary approval for withdrawal from any ratified treaty. Further, the South African example has raised the possibility of the preclusion of treaty withdrawal on the basis of substantive challenges protecting constitutional rights, regardless of what procedure is followed and even if the treaty itself provides a right of withdrawal. The US Supreme Court, in contrast, has thus far declined to rule on the question, despite conflicting decisions of lower courts, holding that this is a dispute for resolution by the political branches. As such, it may be difficult to predict what will be constitutionally required in individual cases of treaty withdrawal in different jurisdictions, particularly given the judicial basis of the development of these rules.
Finally, the case studies illustrate that domestic courts examining the domestic legality of treaty withdrawal do not consider the relationship thereof with the international law on treaty withdrawal. None of the courts indicated that a domestic finding of invalidity might result in the international invalidity of withdrawal. The South African court decision, by ordering the executive to revoke the instrument of withdrawal sent to the UN Secretary-General, could be interpreted to mean that domestic invalidity would have no effect on the international legal effectiveness since revocation would not be necessary if the instrument was simply ineffective in international law. It is interesting that, despite the obvious and intimate relationship between domestic and international legal rules on treaty withdrawal, even domestic courts that assert legislative or judicial checks on the executive's domestic authority to withdraw from treaties do not consider whether these also limit the executive's international legal authority to do so.
The Role of Domestic Law in the International Effectiveness of Treaty Acts
We can now ask, then, whether international law recognizes any role for these domestic rules on treaty withdrawal. The pressing question is: what happens if a state withdraws from an international treaty in a manner that complies with the applicable international legal requirements, but violates its domestic rules on treaty withdrawal? Will such a treaty withdrawal still take effect in international law?
The drafters of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) discussed at length which body of law -domestic or international -determines who can effectively exercise the state's treaty-making capacity in the international sphere. As outlined below, strong disagreement arose between those who suggested that international legal authority was vested solely in the executive, regardless of domestic constitutional rules, and those who insisted that international law must protect domestic -and, particularly, democratic -allocation of internal treaty-making authority. However, the discussion only addressed this question in relation to the joining of a treaty, neglecting the context of treaty withdrawal. We will therefore begin with an analysis of the VCLT approach to joining treaties in this regard, as this provides valuable insight into the appropriate role of domestic legal requirements in the international effectiveness of treaty-making acts generally. We shall then apply this insight to the exercise of the state's treaty-making capacity to withdraw from treaties.
A The Role of Domestic Law in Joining Treaties
The proper relationship between international and domestic legal requirements when joining a treaty has been the subject of debate and disagreement for many years. Indeed, Theodor Meron described this as 'amongst the most difficult questions in international law'. 57 The debate became acute during the drafting of the VCLT, in which the views of the main rival theories -the 'constitutionalist theory', favouring a determinative role for domestic law, and the 'internationalist theory', insisting that international law itself allocates treaty-making authority -were expressed in stark opposition. In relation to joining a treaty, the VCLT drafters considered that international law must effectively balance two key imperatives in relation to states' consent to join treaties: the security and efficiency of treaties and state sovereignty. 58 The principle of treaty security emphasizes the need for clarity in the international legal requirements for treaty making so that states may know when they have undertaken binding obligations. Hersch Lauterpacht writes:
The requirement of security of international transactions… would be jeopardized if parties to treaties were to be unable to rely on the ostensible authority of the organs accepting binding obligations on behalf of their state and if they were compelled to probe into the often uncertain and obscure provisions of constitutional law of the other contracting party or parties on the subject. 59 The sovereignty principle, meanwhile, requires respect for the state's internal allocation of treaty-making authority and, as put by Lauterpacht, 'forbid[s] the acceptance of the view that a state may become bound, in matters affecting its vital interests and in others, by acts for which there is no warrant or authority in its own law'. 60 There are different ways in which the balance between these two principles can be struck. While both constitutionalist and internationalist theories featured prominently in the International Law Commission (ILC) and state delegations' debates during the drafting of the VCLT, neither state practice nor judicial decisions were sufficiently uniform to clearly indicate which approach, if either, was established in international law. Indeed, the four successive ILC special rapporteurs on the law of treaties each proposed fundamentally different approaches to the regulation of this question: James Brierly supported a strict constitutionalist approach; Lauterpacht suggested a qualified constitutionalist approach; Gerald Fitzmaurice's proposals were purely internationalist; and the final formulation of Humphrey Waldock was one that favoured the internationalist view but with important exceptions. Ultimately, the VCLT adopted an intermediary approach: that international law gives power to 57 60 Ibid., at 143 the executive to join treaties, regardless of the domestic allocation of authority, but that a 'manifest violation' of an 'internal rule of fundamental importance regarding competence to conclude treaties' will make that treaty's consent voidable at the invocation of the state itself.
The Constitutionalists: Brierly and Lauterpacht
The constitutionalist theory, also known as the theory of international relevance, asserts that only domestic law can determine which state representative has the authority to bind the state to international treaty obligations and, therefore, favours the principle of sovereignty. 61 If an actor other than that empowered by domestic law attempts to undertake international obligations on behalf of the state, this cannot be of any legal effect, as that actor has no authority to represent the state. As such, these rules of internal law are argued to be incorporated into the international law of treaties by renvoi. 62 The Norwegian delegate at the Vienna Conference, for instance, stated:
[I]nternational law left it to the internal law of each state to determine the organs and procedures by which the will of a state to be bound by a treaty should be formed and expressed. From that point of view, internal laws limiting the power of state organs to enter into treaties were to be considered as part of international law, if it was desired to consider as void, or at least voidable, consent to a treaty given on the international plane in violation of a constitutional limitation. 63 As argued by Lauterpacht in his second report on the law of treaties, 64 the constitutionalist theory protects the state's sovereign determination of the allocation of treaty-making competence and encourages democratic decision-making within the sphere of the state's international relations. 65 In addition, this approach supports international respect for the rule of law by both holding the state to its own internal procedures and requiring other states to respect those procedures in order validly conclude treaties.
The primary result of the constitutionalist theory would be the international invalidity of a treaty consented to in violation of domestic rules -for instance, if the executive failed to obtain the constitutionally required legislative authorization for ratification. As a result, states would be required to investigate the domestic law on treaty consent of each foreign state to be confident that consent was given in compliance with such rules and that the treaty is binding on that foreign state. Clearly, 61 See, e.g., authors cited by Waldock in his second report on the law of treaties. this approach prioritizes state sovereignty, with possible detrimental consequences for treaty security, and it was supported by the first two special rapporteurs, Brierly and Lauterpacht. Brierly had recognized that there was a 'division of opinion as to the international legal effect of restriction of capacity to make treaties or of regulation of its exercise in the constitutions of states', 66 a view with which Lauterpacht subsequently agreed. 67 Both argued that this division meant there was no established rule of international law on the subject, leaving drafters free to choose to support the approach they preferred. However, while Brierly's proposal, which was subsequently supported by a majority of the ILC, 68 was purely constitutionalist, 69 Lauterpacht was of the view that the constitutionalist theory must be tempered by the 'weighty character' of considerations in favour of the security of treaties. 70 Lauterpacht proposed what he described as a compromise between the constitutionalist and internationalist positions, with the constitutionalist approach being the default, subject to (perhaps characteristically) elaborate exceptions: first, the treaty undertaken in violation of constitutional limitations would be voidable (not void) upon invocation only by the state whose consent was unconstitutionally obtained; second, the contracting state would be estopped from invoking the invalidity of its consent if it had failed to do so over a 'prolonged period' or had 'acted upon or obtained an advantage from' the treaty; third, a state that successfully invoked the invalidity of its consent on this basis must compensate other treaty parties for any damage resulting from the invalidity of the treaty, if the other parties were not aware of the relevant constitutional limitation. And, in cases where the unconstitutionality was the subject of a dispute, this must be submitted to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) or other international court for resolution. 'Undoubtedly, the fundemental [sic] rule of nullity of acts done in excess of authority as well as compelling claims of the democratic principle forbid the acceptance of the view that a state may become bound, in matters affecting its vital interests and in others, by acts for which there is no warrant or authority in its own law. But these considerations must not be allowed to enable governments to conduct themselves in a manner prejudicial to the sanctity of treaties and violative of dictates of good faith; to derive benefits from a treaty and then, in reliance upon a controversial or obscure constitutional doctrine, to repudiate their obligations; and to assert the right to do so without compensating the other contracting party which relied, in good faith and without any fault of its own, on the ostensible authority of the regular constitutional organs of the state in question. There are indications in international practice, amply endorsed by writers, that these factors cannot be left out of account.' Lauterpacht, supra note 59, at 143. 71 See Art. 11 of Lauterpacht's draft convention on the law of treaties. Ibid., at 141. Thus, according to Lauterpacht's proposals, only a violation of a constitutional provision, not of other domestic law provisions, could lead to invalidity of treaty consent and only if the state had acted promptly and in good faith in invoking such a violation. Furthermore, the requirements of compulsory dispute resolution and responsibility for damages would, presumably, limit the frequency and opportunism in states' invocation of this rule. Importantly for Lauterpacht, as noted above, this approach enabled international law to act as a bulwark for democratic domestic decision-making. For international law to give absolute authority to the executive in treaty making, regardless of the internal allocation of authority, would be 'totally out of harmony with modern conceptions of representative government and principles of democracy'.
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The Internationalists: Fitzmaurice and Waldock
In contrast, the internationalist theory claims that international law itself establishes uniform rules determining the state authority that can validly exercise the state's consent for the purposes of international law, favouring the principle of treaty security.
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If consent to a treaty is expressed by that authority -namely, the state executivein compliance with the rules of international law, the state cannot invalidate that consent by pointing to a violation of its domestic law rules. The domestic rules are simply irrelevant to the binding force of a treaty on the international plane. This is also referred to as the 'evidence theory' of international law. Thus, for example, if international law determines that the head of state can bind the state to a treaty, consent of the head of state is all that is required, and it is of no consequence if domestic law requires that the head of state receive legislative approval before joining a treaty. As put by the Swedish representative at the Vienna Conference, when concluding treaties, 'States placed their confidence in the other government, provided that it was effectively exercising power. In so doing, they applied the rule of international law that a state could not invoke its internal law to establish the invalidity of a treaty'.
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The internationalist theory is defended on the basis of both principle and practicality. First, as explained above, is the need to protect the security of treaty relations. The Swiss representative at the Vienna Conference stated:
It was inconsistent with the stability of law to hold that a state must examine in detail the constitution of states with which it was negotiating. That was true even if such an analysis was limited to the basic rules, as it was not possible to know where to draw the line in complying with the requirement to make such an examination. [Any exception to this rule] might become a source of endless complications and disputes. 75 Second, it is argued that states are obliged to act in good faith in their treaty relations. It is therefore the responsibility of state representatives themselves to ensure that they 72 are acting in compliance with their own domestic law; if they fail to do so, that is a matter for internal resolution, not a matter for international law. As Fitzmaurice argued, 'no state which has purported to become bound by an international engagement, through the due performance of all that is necessary from the international point of view to achieve that object, ought to be permitted to deny the validity of its own action by pleading a failure to observe its own constitutional requirements'.
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International law should encourage states' trust in their treaty partners and confidence in their treaty obligations by assuming, and enforcing, the authority to undertake the treaty obligations that state actors represent themselves as having. Third, it was argued to be too onerous to expect states to obtain the knowledge of foreign constitutional law that would be necessary to know whether treaty consent has been validly exercised should the constitutionalist approach be taken. 77 Fourth, it is suggested that it would constitute unlawful interference in the state's domestic jurisdiction to query whether the state's representatives have acted in compliance with domestic law in purporting to join a treaty. 78 Finally, the constitutionalist theory would allow states to knowingly enter treaties in violation of their domestic law and later opportunistically deny the validity of their obligations, relying on this violation of domestic law.
As noted above, the penultimate and final special rapporteurs supported an internationalist approach. Fitzmaurice's four reports on the law of treaties represented an explicit departure from his predecessors, 79 suggesting instead an unrestricted internationalist formulation. In his view, the 'internationally correct position', even if contrary to public opinion, was that international law alone determined that the executive was vested with the state's treaty-making capacity. 80 As such, 'treaty-making and all other acts connected with treaties are, on the international plane, executive acts, and the function of the executive authority'.
81 Therefore, according to Fitzmaurice's draft articles, any treaty consented to by, or with the approval of, the state executive was binding on the state in the international sphere, regardless of domestic rules on treaty making, without exception. Waldock's reports as special rapporteur formed the basis for the draft articles ultimately adopted by the ILC as the draft Convention on the Law of Treaties and subsequently adopted as the VCLT in 1969, subject to states' amendments at the Vienna Convention. Waldock proposed a less strident version of the internationalist theory than that of Fitzmaurice, conceding 'the importance of constitutional limitations on treaty-making power'. He argued, though, that the larger concern was the risk to the security of treaties should the constitutionalist position be adopted in international law:
On balance … greater importance should be attached by the Commission to the need to safeguard the security of international agreements. The complexity of constitutional provisions and the uncertain application even of apparently clear provisions appear to create too substantial a risk to the security of treaties, if constitutional provisions are accepted as governing the scope of the international authority of a state's agents to enter into treaties on its behalf. In drafting the present article, therefore, he has taken as his starting point the principle that a state is bound by the acts of its agents done within the scope of their ostensible authority under international law.
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His first draft articles established an assumption that treaties concluded by certain state representatives -namely, the head of state, head of government, and foreign minister, or other representatives authorized by full powers -were internationally valid, regardless of the provisions of domestic law. 84 Thus, according to Waldock, international law imbued these representatives with 'ostensible authority' to bind their states to treaty commitments. Waldock argued that his approach was based on the 'weight' of state practice and international jurisprudence -unlike the constitutionalists who he said based their approach on theory rather than practice.
Nonetheless, in a concession to the constitutionalist view, Waldock proposed that a state that had joined a treaty in a manner that violated its constitutional law be entitled to revoke its consent with agreement of the other treaty party/parties, if the treaty was already in force. If the treaty was not in force, it was proposed that the state be entitled to retract its consent simply upon notification to the depositary or other treaty party/parties. 85 
The VCLT Compromise
Waldock's moderated internationalist position found majority agreement in the ILC's position, though significant changes to his formulation resulted from subsequent discussions in the commission. Draft Article 43 was proposed by the ILC: ' A state may not invoke the fact that its consent to be bound by a treaty has been expressed in violation of a provision of its internal law regarding competence to conclude treaties as invalidating its consent unless that violation of its internal law was manifest.' This was subjected to further extensive debate and criticism by state delegates, some pressing for the constitutionalist proposals of Waldock's predecessors and others preferring a strictly internationalist solution. Nonetheless, the majority of states voted in favour of the provision and accepted the compromise between the constitutionalist and internationalist positions, and the principles of treaty security and state sovereignty, it represented.
86 Two amendments were approved by the state delegations, further narrowing the exception to the default rule of the international validity of consent: first, the category of relevant domestic law was restricted to include only internal laws 'of fundamental importance', indicating that violations of rules of minor importance, such as technical formalities of ratification, did not vitiate treaty consent. 87 Second, to allay concerns about the vagueness of the manifest violation exception, a definition of the concept was included.
The final text was adopted as Article 46 of the VCLT, which reads:
1. A state may not invoke the fact that its consent to be bound by a treaty has been expressed in violation of a provision of its internal law regarding competence to conclude treaties as invalidating its consent unless that violation was manifest and concerned a rule of its internal law of fundamental importance. 2. A violation is manifest if it would be objectively evident to any state conducting itself in the matter in accordance with normal practice and in good faith.
Thus, Article 46 establishes the internationalist approach as the default position in international law, assuming the validity of treaty consent given by a state representative with ostensible authority to do so. Such ostensible authority is regulated by a separate provision on 'full powers', ultimately Article 7 of the VCLT, which asserts the authority of heads of state, heads of government, and foreign ministers to bind their state to a treaty without exception 'by virtue of their functions', and other representatives to do so upon production of full powers. 88 States are therefore entitled to rely on consent given by these representatives, regardless of any consideration of domestic legal requirements, favouring the principle of treaty security. This is subject to the limited exception, recognizing the importance of constitutionalist concerns, that if the consent was given in 'manifest violation' of an internal rule of fundamental importance concerning the competence to conclude treaties, it was voidable. In order to be 'manifest', the violation must be 'objectively evident' to any state acting normally and in good faith -circumstances in which the ILC agreed that a 'State could not legitimately claim to have relied upon a consent given'. 89 The negative phrasing 86 The United Kingdom (UK) representative, for instance, said that 'although his delegation was in favour of the doctrine that international law was concerned only with the external manifestation of a State's consent to be bound by a treaty and that violations of a provision of internal law regarding competence to conclude treaties might not be invoked as invalidating consent to be bound emphasized the exceptional nature of the circumstances in which repudiation of the state's treaty consent would be lawful. 90 Finally, Article 46(1) makes clear that it is only the state whose domestic law was violated that can invoke this basis for invalidity. As discussed below, this establishes a high threshold, which in practice will apply in limited circumstances.
What Is a 'Manifest Violation of a Rule of Internal Law of Fundamental Importance'?
While the ILC, under Waldock's leadership, was of the view that 'it would be impracticable and inadvisable to try to specify in advance the cases in which a violation of internal law may be held to be 'manifest', since the question must depend to a large extent on the particular circumstances of each case', 91 the existing practice and case law, though limited, reveals certain key considerations in assessing whether a violation of domestic law will vitiate a state's treaty consent.
Clearly, a mere failure to comply with internal law when joining a treaty will not invalidate the state's treaty consent. To constitute a sufficiently serious violation, there are two basic elements in Article 46 that are considered: the nature of the violation of domestic law and the character of the violated rule. First, the violation of domestic law must be 'manifest'. Given the strong presumption of the validity of the state's consent, particularly when expressed by a representative vested with ostensible authority per Article 7 of the VCLT, 92 the violation must be one that is so obvious as to make it impossible for another state to rely on the given consent in good faith. The violation must therefore be 'manifest' from the perspective of the other treaty parties that are relying on the state's given consent.
Much therefore turns on what is considered to be 'normal practice' such that the state ought to have known of the violation of domestic law. Simply having a requirement in legal text or in a judicial decision will be insufficient, 93 as, per the ICJ, there is no duty on states to be aware of other states' internal requirements for joining treaties. 94 Furthermore, as noted above, it was considered that questioning the 90 Ibid., at 242. 91 95 The rule will be considered to be sufficiently publicized if other treaties parties have been given a 'specific warning' of the domestic limitations on treaty-making capacity. 96 Otherwise, the domestic rule limiting the authority to conclude treaties must be the subject of common knowledge, 97 possibly as a result of media coverage. 98 In addition, in order for it to be reasonable to expect other states to be aware of the violation, the rule in question must be clear at the time that the state gave its consent to be bound to the treaty. Both US 99 and EU 100 law requirements for joining treaties have been cited as examples of rules that are insufficiently clear to result in a manifest violation, given the debate about the content thereof.
The second consideration is the character of the rule; the rule violated must be 'of fundamental importance' and concern the capacity to conclude treaties. While the drafting history indicates this category is wider than the state's constitutional rules, 101 it is not clear which rules other than constitutional rules are qualified as being of fundamental importance to the domestic legal system in question. 102 101 Waldock's 1963 draft Art. 5(2) referred to violations of constitutional law; this was widened in later drafts to be any provision of internal law of 'fundamental importance'. See Waldock, supra note 5. 102 The International Court of Justice (ICJ) has held that 'rules concerning the authority to sign treaties for a state are constitutional rules of fundamental importance'. See Cameroon v. Nigeria, supra note 92, para. 265. However, given that Art. 46 already provides that the internal rule in question must concern the capacity to conclude treaties, this statement seems to negate any restrictive effect of the requirement that the rule must also be 'of fundamental importance'. As noted above, the qualification was introduced by states at the Vienna Conference with the sole purpose of narrowing the category of domestic rules that could give rise to manifest violation; it must therefore be the case that some rules concerning the capacity to conclude treaties will not be 'fundamental'. 103 Ibid., para. 265.
rules.
104 These fundamental rules can be procedural 105 or substantive 106 and can be codified or based on practice.
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While the division of opinion in practice and commentary prior to the coming into force of the VCLT has indicated that Article 46 represents the progressive development of the law rather than codification, it is largely accepted that this provision now represents customary international law. 108 As such, it has been accepted that, in the context of joining treaties, the violation of domestic law can invalidate treaty consent under international law, upon invocation by the state, even if given by representatives with ostensible authority to bind their state under international law. Thus, Article 46 of the VCLT provides a role -albeit limited -for domestic law in the international validity of treaty consent in the context of joining treaties and provides an opening for democratic input through legislative and/or judicial checks on the executive's power to join treaties. As this regulates the state's treaty-making capacity, it ought to be taken as the presumptive starting point when regulating all aspects of this capacity, including the withdrawal from treaties.
B The Role of Domestic Law in the International Law of Treaty Withdrawal
It has been established that there is a narrowly defined, but significant, requirement in international law to comply with domestic law when joining treaties in the form of the 'manifest violation' exception to the validity of treaty consent. In contrast, in the following section, it will be shown that international law currently does not explicitly provide such a role for domestic legal requirements when states withdraw from treaties. Rather, it appears that a strictly internationalist approach is applicable in the context of treaty withdrawal. This approach would deny international legal consequence to the domestic legal developments discussed in Part 1, in which states have asserted legal checks on the executive's authority to withdraw from treaties in constitutional text or judicial decision.
Established International Law Requirements for Valid Treaty Withdrawal
The VCLT sets out several grounds on which states are entitled to exercise a right of withdrawal from a treaty, which are subject to procedural requirements set out in 104 See Bothe, supra note 58, at 1094; Rensmann, supra note 58, at 790. 105 Such as the requirement of parliamentary approval for treaty ratification. 106 Such as the allocation of treaty-making capacity on particular subject matter to states or provinces within a federal state. See Rensmann, supra note 58, at 788; though see Bothe, supra note 58, at 1094, arguing that only procedural limitations are relevant to the Art. 46 exception. 107 Rensmann, supra note 58, at 785-786; ILC, 'Summary Records of the Fifteenth Session', 1 ILC Yearbook (1963): Rosenne (at 14); de Luna (at 4); Ago (at 12); Pal (at 13); see also H. Kelsen, Principles of International Law (1952), at 323-324. 108 Cameroon v. Nigeria, supra note 92, para. 258 (applying Art. 46 despite the dispute in question pre-dating the coming into force of the VCLT); Somalia v. Kenya, supra note 94, paras 42-50 (applying Art. 46 as customary international law, as parties not bound by the VCLT); Rensmann, supra note 58, at 785; Bothe, supra note 58, at 1092. This is despite the fact that, to my knowledge, no state has successfully relied on this provision to free itself from otherwise validly taken international treaty obligations.
Articles 65-68 of the VCLT. 109 According to Article 67, the most significant for present purposes, an instrument of withdrawal must be in writing and must be signed by the head of state, head of government, or minister of foreign affairs. If signed by another state representative, that representative may be requested to produce full powers. Therefore, as with the authority to bind the state to a treaty in Article 7 of the VCLT, certain designated classes of state representatives are vested with the authority to conclude an internationally valid instrument of withdrawal. If these procedural requirements are not satisfied, the instrument of withdrawal will not take effect under international law. 110 However, unlike the provisions on joining treaties, these procedural requirements do not contain an equivalent to the manifest violation exception in Article 46 of the VCLT nor any other reference to domestic legal allocation of treaty withdrawal authority. Indeed, during the drafting of the VCLT, there seems to have been only fleeting discussion of the relevance of this, 111 in contrast to the extended discussions concerning the domestic authority to join treaties. Of the four special rapporteurs, only Fitzmaurice addressed the issue (briefly), unsurprisingly presenting a strictly internationalist view on the validity of treaty withdrawal. 112 The only discussion of the matter during the ILC's deliberations arose when Shabtai Rosenne suggested linking the provision on internal limitations of constitutional authority to join treaties to the provisions on treaty withdrawal or for the VCLT provisions on authority to join and withdraw from treaties to be merged into a single provision 'governing the formal authority to perform various acts connected with the conclusion and termination of treaties'. 113 Commissioner Antonio de Luna supported this view:
Furthermore, state practice thus far appears to be silent on this question. As noted above in the case studies, court decisions examining the domestic requirements for treaty withdrawal do not consider whether domestic violations will negate the international legal effect of withdrawal. In addition, no mention of the domestic authority to withdraw from treaties appears to be made in states' instruments of withdrawal, nor do treaty depositaries appear to inquire into such authority. This absence of consideration is echoed in academic commentary. Only a very few number of commentators address the question of the international legal impact of domestic legal restrictions on the executive's authority to withdraw from treaties, and, among those who do, there is nearly universal agreement that domestic legal requirements are irrelevant to the international validity of a state's treaty withdrawal.
116 There appear to be two outlying commentators who support the constitutionalist approach to the validity of treaty withdrawal in international law, though they wrote prior to the VCLT, and even they concede that their view was not supported by practice.
117 James Crawford has also hinted recently at support for the possible relevance in international law of constitutional limitations on treaty withdrawal powers, though without giving detail as to the form or source of the possible rule. 118 Apart from these few authors, the widespread state practice and commentary apparently assumes the international validity of instruments of withdrawal duly signed by authorized state representatives.
There is therefore no basis on which to conclude that it was the express intention of the drafters for Article 46 to apply to the validity of a state's withdrawal from a treaty as well as its joining a treaty, nor evidence in practice to argue that customary international law now provides for such a rule. Rather, in contrast to international law powers to join treaties, the authority of the executive to withdraw the state from treaties in Article 67 of the VCLT is, prima facie, absolute in international law, unlimited by any checks that may exist in domestic law. Such absolute authority would mean that, while a violation by the state's executive of the requirement to obtain legislative approval when joining a treaty may invalidate the state's treaty consent, the very same violation would be irrelevant in the case of treaty withdrawal. If so, the recent landmark judgments in the UK and South Africa establishing parliamentary control over the power of treaty withdrawal have no effect on their executives' treaty withdrawal powers in international law.
Analogical Application of the Manifest Violation Exception to Treaty Withdrawal
As illustrated above, in contrast to the rules on joining treaties, the VCLT provisions do not expressly contain any limit on the authority of the state's international representatives to withdraw from treaties. Such unqualified authority would enable the executive to ignore any domestic limitations on its treaty withdrawal powers. This is a significant lacuna. As recent events discussed above demonstrate, domestic lawmakers and voters increasingly consider that treaty withdrawal decisions are just as central to their expression of national sovereignty as the joining of treaties. Further, as noted above, the power to join and leave treaties are two aspects of the same treaty-making capacity of the state. Thus, as international law considers that compliance with domestic legal requirements is relevant to the international validity of the expression of the state's consent to be bound by a treaty, this should also be the case for the decision to end that consent. The grant of such absolute authority is, to borrow Lauterpacht's already-quoted turn of phrase, 'totally out of harmony with modern conceptions of representative government and principles of democracy' -a statement that can only be more germane now than when written in 1953. This position is also incoherent with the larger framework of the law of treaties, given the conflicting approach in relation to joining treaties. In the following section, I suggest that, in order to give domestic checks on treaty-making powers the same international legal effect when both joining and leaving treaties, Article 46 of the VCLT should be interpreted to apply analogically to state representatives' power to withdraw from treaties in international law.
119 Accordingly, a manifest violation of an internal rule of fundamental importance should potentially invalidate a state's treaty withdrawal internationally as well as domestically. As set out below, this proposed interpretation is supported by the principles that normatively underpin the law on treaty consent: state sovereignty and treaty security as well as the text.
(a) Textual interpretation
Despite the absence of an explicit requirement in the VCLT to comply with domestic law when withdrawing the state from treaties, the travaux préparatoires do provide some support for interpreting Article 46 of the VCLT to apply analogously to the rules governing treaty withdrawal. In its commentary on the final draft articles, the ILC 'considered that the rule concerning evidence of authority to denounce, terminate, etc., should be analogous to that governing "full powers" to express the consent of a state to be bound by a treaty '. 120 This reflects Waldock's clarification, quoted above, that the power to terminate a treaty is just as much a part of the treaty-making power of the state as that of concluding treaties. As such, limitations on the authority to bind the state to a treaty should, per the ILC's understanding, apply analogously to the power to denounce or terminate a treaty, which includes the manifest violation of domestic law exception in Article 46. Thus, while Article 46 applies by its terms only to 'provisions of internal law regarding competence to conclude treaties', this should be interpreted to include domestic law rules on any treaty-making act, including treaty withdrawal.
119 This is consistent with Crawford's recent suggestion that 'a good argument can be advanced that the VCLT articles on treaty entry might be applied by analogy to treaty exit where there would otherwise be a gap in the withdrawal rules, for instance, on full powers', though he does not explore this idea further.
Ibid., at 11. 120 ILC Draft Articles, supra note 78, at 242.
(i) State sovereignty in treaty withdrawal
It is apparent that the importance of respecting the state's exercise of its sovereign right to allocate treaty-making competence applies equally to the acts of joining and leaving treaties. As noted above, the acts of joining and withdrawing from treaties are both aspects of the state's treaty-making power.
126 Indeed, the decisions to join and leave a treaty are simply two parts of the same question: does the state wish to be a party to the treaty? Thus, there is no justification for giving international legal weight to the state's sovereign allocation of its treaty-making power to limit the executive's unilateral authority when a state joins a treaty, but ignoring the very same concerns when the state leaves the treaty. It is furthermore clear that a state's sovereign choice to determine its international and domestic legal and policy commitments is made just as much through leaving existing treaties as joining new ones -as is increasingly emphasized by referenda, judicial review actions and electoral campaigns focused on leaving treaties to which the state belongs.
127 Just as in the giving of treaty consent, then, these considerations of state sovereignty require international legal recognition of domestic rules on treaty-making competence when determining the validity of the revocation of that consent.
Moreover, when joining treaties, there are further mechanisms in addition to the 'manifest violation' exception through which the state's sovereign allocation of treatymaking power is protected by international law. Many treaties, particularly those that place onerous requirements on states, are made subject to procedures in addition to signature by the state representative vested with ostensible international law authority. 128 The ILC has argued that such procedures buttressed the rule requiring respect for treaty consent given by state representatives with ostensible authority:
The view that a failure to comply with constitutional provisions should not normally be regarded as vitiating a consent given in due form by an organ or agent ostensibly competent to give it, appears to derive support from ... further considerations.
[I]nternational law has devised a number of treaty-making procedures -ratification, acceptance, approval and accession -specifically for the purpose of enabling Governments to reflect fully upon the treaty before deciding whether or not the state should become a party to it, and also of enabling them to take account of any domestic constitutional requirements. When a treaty has been made subject to ratification, acceptance or approval, the negotiating states would seem to have done all that can reasonably be demanded of them in the way of taking account of each other's constitutional requirements. 129 Thus, when joining treaties, constitutional rules are protected by a variety of procedural requirements that will ensure, or at least encourage, the state to go back to its own internal processes for approval of the act. 130 In contrast, when withdrawing from a treaty, international law has not established any such procedures. 126 Waldock, supra note 5. 127 See the case studies discussed in Part 1 of this article. 128 VCLT, supra note 4, Art. 11 provides that a treaty may be binding on the basis of, inter alia, signature, ratification, accession or other agreed mechanism. 129 ILC Draft Articles, supra note 78, at 241-242. 130 See, e.g., Rome Statute, supra note 27, Art. 125; TEU, supra note 16, Art. 49, requiring ratification of the treaty, the latter explicitly ratification 'in accordance with constitutional requirements'.
The nearest equivalents to the requirement of ratification in the context of treaty exit are the notice periods established in certain treaties, including the TEU, Rome Statute, and the Paris Agreement.
131 These treaties provide a waiting period that is initiated by the state's notice of withdrawal, after which the state's treaty membership formally ends. However, while these periods have provided opportunities for domestic contestation of the legality of withdrawal, as in the South Africa's withdrawal from the ICC, this is not required by the general law of treaties nor by the particular provisions. 132 Rather, these notice periods simply prescribe an empty amount of time that must expire before withdrawal will take effect. Given the absence of alternative procedures protecting the state's constitutional allocation of authority, analogous extension of the principle established in Article 46 of VCLT to the international authority to withdraw from a treaty is an appropriate manner for international law to protect these principles of state sovereignty.
(ii) Security of treaties in treaty withdrawal
The drafters of the VCLT ultimately agreed that the principle of treaty security took precedence over the protection of the state's sovereign allocation of treaty-making competence and that the role of domestic law when joining treaties needed to be limited accordingly. 133 The lack of clarity of domestic legal requirements and the onerous burden it would impose on states to require that they know the treaty-making rules of foreign states 'might become a source of endless complications and disputes'.
134 Therefore, international law must establish, as the default position, that treaty consent given by those with ostensible authority under international law must have binding international legal force. 135 These same considerations hold true for the context of treaty withdrawal. As discussed in Part 1, the domestic requirements for treaty withdrawal are often unclear and are currently in flux in many jurisdictions. Thus, the default position should again be that a treaty withdrawal executed in due form by those vested with ostensible authority in Article 67 of the VCLT should take effect in international law. However, while the executive is given ostensible authority to bind their state when joining treaties, limited by the manifest violation exception, the executive is given absolute international legal authority to withdraw their state from treaties. This overemphasis on the principle of treaty security in relation to treaty withdrawal powers, when compared to powers to conclude treaties, cannot be justified. Indeed, the drafters of the VCLT did not appear to apply their minds to this incoherence in the rules between joining and leaving treaties.
Furthermore, there is a crucial difference between the context of joining and leaving treaties, indicating that limiting the executive's international legal power to withdraw 131 See TEU, supra note 16, Art. 50(3); Rome Statute, supra note 27, Art. 127; Paris Agreement, supra note 3, Art. 28(2). 132 Democratic Alliance, supra note 26. 133 See discussion in Part 2 of this article. 134 'United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties Proceedings', supra note 63, at 245. 135 VCLT, supra note 4, Art. 7. from treaties benefits the principle of treaty security. The travaux préparatoires of the VCLT repeatedly emphasize that an important aim of the principle of treaty security is to further treaty continuity and international law's preference for states to remain a party to treaties that they have joined.
136 Waldock, along with several state delegations, accordingly described the various grounds for termination or withdrawal from treaties as a threat to the principle of the security of treaties. Consequently, the grounds of withdrawal (including violations of internal law when joining the treaty) are defined narrowly, emphasizing their exceptional nature, with the addition of strict procedural requirements, and an assumption against a right of withdrawal in cases where there is no express provision in the treaty -all expressly done in order to protect treaty security.
137 International law's preference for encouraging and maintaining treaty membership is also seen in other aspects of the law of treaties, such as the provision for reservations to multilateral treaties, which are permitted to encourage treaty membership, and reduce the chance of treaty withdrawal, even at the cost of the complete integrity of the treaty.
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Recognizing a requirement to comply with domestic law when withdrawing from treaties would favour this crucial aspect of the principle of treaty security since this would provide an additional barrier to withdrawal -the failure to comply with which would mean that the state's withdrawal could be invalidated, protecting the security of the treaty agreement. In the context of joining a treaty, in contrast, a requirement to comply with domestic law operates as a barrier to the state being bound by the treaty, undermining the internationally binding nature of the agreement reached between the parties to the treaty. This is a significant way in which the context of joining and withdrawing from treaties diverge. Thus, giving unrestricted international legal authority to the executive to withdraw from treaties does not best serve the principle of treaty security; if anything, appropriate limits on the executive's international authority to withdraw uphold the principle.
In considering the principles underlying treaty consent, then, the balance between treaty security and state sovereignty is most appropriately struck in the same way in both joining and leaving treaties. As noted previously, the efficiency of international relations requires that states can generally rely on the validity of acts done by foreign state representatives with ostensible authority under international law. Thus, not all violations of domestic law should invalidate treaty withdrawal, just as they do not invalidate the conclusion of treaties. Instead, international law, as in the case of joining treaties, should restrict the potential invalidation of a state's treaty withdrawal to instances when it is reasonable to expect other states parties to have known that there was a violation of the withdrawing state's domestic law of fundamental importance. legal authority to both join and leave treaties balances the relevant principles while also recognizing the value in adopting a coherent approach to joining and withdrawing from treaties, which in itself will benefit treaty security and stability.
(c) Application of the manifest violation exception to treaty exit I have argued that a textual and principled interpretation of the VCLT should be adopted so as to establish an analogical application of the manifest violation exception to the executive representative's authority to validly withdraw the state from treaties in international law. Should this be accepted, a treaty withdrawal that is carried out by the state's executive, vested with representative authority under Article 67 of the VCLT and which complies with the applicable international legal requirements, may nonetheless be invalidated under international law if done in manifest violation of a rule of domestic law. It will be recalled that there are two key elements of this exception that must be satisfied: the domestic rule must be one of fundamental importance concerning the capacity to withdraw from treaties and the violation must be 'manifest' in the sense of being objectively obvious to other parties to the treaty acting in good faith and in accordance with normal practice.
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Analogical application, however, does not necessarily entail identical application. There are relevant differences between the contexts of joining and leaving treaties that will modify how the exception will operate in relation to treaty withdrawal. Such differences may in fact make it more likely that a manifest violation of domestic law will be found in relation to treaty withdrawal than in the conclusion of a treaty. The most significant difference relates to the application of the requirement that the violation be 'objectively evident to any state conducting itself in the matter in accordance with normal practice and in good faith'. The ICJ held, as noted above, that according to normal practice when joining treaties there is no duty on states to familiarize themselves with the domestic law of others states, and so the 'fundamental rule of internal law' has to be the subject of a specific warning to other states or exceptionally well publicized in order to lead to a successful invocation of Article 46. 140 In the context of treaty withdrawal, however, the circumstances may make it more reasonable to expect a state to inquire into the domestic rules of its treaty partners and thus increase the likelihood of a violation of domestic law being objectively evident. In cases of treaty withdrawal, depending on the nature of the treaty in question, all treaty parties may have a significant interest in maintaining the treaty's membership. This would be particularly so in the case of treaties that rely heavily on domestic implementation, such as human rights treaties, or that result in substantial integration of national jurisdictions, such as the case of the EU (and perhaps also to a lesser extent the ICC and the Paris Agreement). In such cases, it would arguably be the normal practice for all states parties to enquire into the domestic legality of the act of treaty withdrawal, given the serious effect it may have on their own interests.
Since the manifest violation exception relies on a standard of 'normal practice', it naturally applies in a flexible manner depending on the particular case, including the type of treaty in question and the circumstances in which withdrawal is executed. What I suggest here is not that there is a general duty on states to know the domestic requirements of treaty withdrawal for their treaty partners. Rather, where the loss of an individual member state would have a significant impact on the interests of the other treaty parties -as in the UK's withdrawal from the EU -it would be reasonable to expect states to examine the domestic legality of the state party's withdrawal alongside the applicable international legal requirements. Thus, in the context of treaty withdrawal, a violation of an internal rule of fundamental importance may be objectively evident to the other state parties even without an explicit warning concerning the rule being given by the withdrawing state or exceptional publicity of the rule.
In addition, the other elements of the manifest violation exception would continue to apply to the rules on treaty withdrawal. The violation would still have to be of a domestic rule of fundamental importance concerning the state's withdrawal from treaties, and the content of this rule would still need to be clear at the time of the purported violation -that is, when the state sought to withdraw from the treaty. Furthermore, the violation would make the withdrawal voidable, not void, on the invocation of the state itself. 141 Many instances of violations of domestic rules on treaty withdrawal, then, will not result in the vitiation of the withdrawal on the international plane. The application of the manifest violation exception will be explored in relation to the three case studies noted above to assess how the exception can be operationalized in relation to treaty withdrawal in international law.
(i) Application to the case studies It will be recalled that in each of the three case studies above there were controversies surrounding the legality of the executive's unilateral withdrawal from treaties without prior approval of the state's legislature. Further, in both the UK and South African case studies, the domestic courts found that the lack of legislative approval invalidated the executive's withdrawal decisions in domestic law. In the UK, the decision was rendered prospectively to the executive's triggering of withdrawal, while in South Africa the decision invalidated a treaty withdrawal that had already been initiated for the purposes of international law. These cases then provide an opportunity to explore the application of the manifest violation exception to the context of treaty withdrawal.
First, all three cases would satisfy the requirement of an 'internal rule of fundamental importance' concerning the capacity to withdraw from treaties. As noted above, the ICJ has held that the requirement of legislative involvement in treaty making constitutes such a rule. 142 Thus, the possible requirement of Senate, congressional, or parliamentary approval to end treaty membership in the USA, UK, and South Africa would fall into this category. Nonetheless, only in the UK's withdrawal from the EU is 141 See VCLT, supra note 4, Art. 46. 142 Cameroon v. Nigeria, supra note 92, para. 265. it likely that the manifest violation exception may have been applicable. In particular, had the UK executive proceeded to trigger the withdrawal provision of the TEU without parliamentary approval, despite the UK Supreme Court judgment in the Miller case, it is at least arguable that this would have been a manifest violation of the domestic law of fundamental importance. 143 The rule in question was exceptionally well publicized, given the international political and media attention given to the UK Supreme Court's judgment, and the implications for other EU member states were very significant. Furthermore, the rule was clarified by the domestic court's decision prior to the withdrawal. Thus, an EU member state acting in good faith according to normal practice would have reasonably been expected to be aware of the violation of UK domestic law. All elements of the manifest violation exception would then be present. Consequently, had the UK executive proceeded without parliamentary approval, if the manifest violation exception was applied to the context of treaty withdrawal in international law, the UK's withdrawal would have been voidable under international law at the invocation of the UK government. Of course, as it was, parliamentary approval was obtained prior to withdrawal, and so any possible manifest violation was avoided.
In contrast, in the South African and US cases, it is unlikely that the domestic constitutional rules would be considered to be sufficiently clear at the time of withdrawal to constitute a manifest violation. Even if we might expect other ICC member states to be aware of the controversy surrounding South Africa's withdrawal from the Rome Statute, the South African requirement of parliamentary approval of withdrawal from ratified treaties was only clearly established in the Democratic Alliance decision, handed down after withdrawal was initiated. 144 The violation could then not be objectively obvious to other member states at the time of withdrawal. (However, if the South African executive triggers Article 127 of the Rome Statue again in the future, as it has threatened, without the necessary parliamentary approval, this would be a very plausible instance of a manifest violation.) In the case of the USA, the requirement of legislative approval of treaty withdrawal remains controversial and is unlikely to be settled before the executive officially issues its instrument of withdrawal from the Paris Agreement (if this is in fact done). Again, then, no manifest violation could best established.
It is apparent, then, that the analogical application of the manifest violation exception to the context of treaty withdrawal would not amount to a wholesale replacement of international rules on treaty making with each individual state's domestic law rules. Instead, this rule would operate to give an appropriate scope for domestic law rules, while nonetheless generally giving deference to the executive's international legal authority to end the state's treaty commitments. 143 Miller, supra note 16. 144 Democratic Alliance, supra note 26.
Conclusion
To conclude, the absence of a role for domestic constitutional rules in the international validity of a state's withdrawal from treaties is a significant gap in international law that should be filled. The case studies and other events around the world have demonstrated that treaty withdrawal decisions are equally as central to the expression of national sovereignty as the joining of treaties. There is no justification for the current position that a violation of domestic law may invalidate the consent given by a state representative when joining a treaty but that such violations are simply irrelevant in relation to treaty withdrawal. The drafters of the VCLT recognized more than 50 years ago that vesting the executive with absolute international legal authority to conclude treaties on behalf of their state, with no consideration of any domestic checks on that power, was irreconcilable with the expectations of modern international society. The inconsistent treatment of domestic limits on the executive's authority in these two aspects of the state's treaty-making power further creates incoherence in the international law of treaties. It is thus overdue for the law on treaty withdrawal to be brought into parallel with the law on joining treaties in this regard.
This can be accomplished through an analogical application of the 'manifest violation' exception from the rules on joining treaties to those on treaty withdrawal, through the interpretation of the relevant provisions of the VCLT. The constituent elements of this exception are sufficiently flexible to apply appropriately to both contexts, taking into account the nature of the treaty, the importance of the violation and the position of other treaty parties. This would not result in the invalidation of all instruments of withdrawal that violate domestic law but, rather, only such violations that are sufficiently serious and obvious to warrant displacement of the principle of treaty security. Such a development would therefore balance the key imperatives of treaty security and the fundamental right of states to sovereign equality and bring consistency to the overall relationship between the domestic and international law of treaties. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, this development would give suitable international legal recognition to the increasingly frequent domestic developments extending democratic principles and separation of power controls to treaty withdrawal decisions.
